
This sleek Hallman stainless steel steam dishwasher is a stylish addition to any kitchen. Choose from 6 cycles, 

including Sanitize, Hi-Temp Steam for dishes that need a heavier wash, or the China Crystal Wash Cycle for your 

most delicate dishware. The Sanitize option eliminates bacteria for ultra-sanitary dishes, even ones that went in 

heavily soiled. It also enhances drying results. The 24 hour delay timer allows you to wash dishes on your own 

schedule. Touch Control technology is highly intuitive and easy to use. For days when you're on a tight schedule, the 

quick wash option cleans dishes in a flash. This ultra-quiet fully integrated dishwasher from Hallman operates at a 

noise level of only 46 db(A), upholding Hallmans reputation as one of the quietest dishwasher brands in the industry. 

The adjustable upper and lower racks provide extra flexibility for tall or odd-shaped items like spatulas and coffee 

pots. The third cutlery rack gives you another area for large utensils, or more silverware. Your dishes are ready to 

use the minute you open your dishwasher thanks to the Dual Fan System (heating drying + fan drying) that creates a 

sustained fresh and dry air flow to dry the dishes. The stylish design of Hallman Professional Dishwashers is a great 

choice to give any kitchen a modern-contemporary decor. 
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DESCRIPTION 

 46 dBA - Quiet operation creates a peaceful kitchen environment even as it 

delivers powerful wash performance with nearly silent operation 

 The Smart Wash Cycle determines the appropriate cycle for washing 

dishes and makes adjustments for the best cleaning performance 

 Top control with LCD display - User-friendly controls complement the sleek 

stainless look. 

 The stainless steel interior resists streaks, spots, stains, and odors in the 

dishwasher while providing optimum heat transfer for exceptional drying 

result 

 Large, tall tub interior provides the space and loading flexibility for 14 place 

settings 

 The Multiple Filter System helps for a better performance allowing the 

dishwasher to operate with less water and less energy 

 Sanitize Steam option includes a high-temperature rinse that sanitizes and 

reduces 99.99% of bacteria found on dishes 

 The dishwasher has a cycle progress indicator, in the form of three lights 

located on the right side of the front of the dishwasher. This feature 

indicates the current wash cycle while the dishwasher is running 

 The dishwasher has adjustable racks the upper rack can be raised or 

lowered to accommodate loading taller dishes in either rack. The upper rack 

clearance height goes from 8'' to 10''. The bottom rack clearance height is 

11'' to 13'' 

 The dishwasher also has a third cutlery rack with Flextray at the top, a 

special rack for over sized utensils like spatulas. 

 ENERGY STAR qualified to save energy, water and help reduce your utility 

bills Stainless steel tub retains its attractive shine cycle after cycle 


